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 Vocabulary 10 

A Match the words with the definitions. (One word is extra) 
                    B                                                                                                 A         

1. A large group of people who live together                                                    a. balanced 
2. With all parts existing in the correct amounts                                                b. society 
3. To run slowly for exercise                                                                              c. available 
4. Happening or starting a short time ago                                                           d. jog 
                                                                                                                             e. recent 
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B Fill in the blanks with the words given . ( There is one word extra ) 
 

besides / measures / hardworking / available / popular / heart attack / addicted / enable / varied 
  

5. An active or ……………….. teacher tries to make any effort to have a better class. 
6. What languages do you know ……………….. Persian? 
7. Sara ……………….. her grandmother blood pressure every day. 
8. These days many teenagers are ……………….. to the internet and TV. 
9. The hotel rooms ……………….. in size, but all had televisions and telephones. 
10. The new machines ……………….. us to create copies without losing quality. 
11. The little girl fell off the swing badly in the park and nearly gave her mom a …………….. . 
12. The Holy Quran is …………….. in more than 100 languages. 
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C Fill in the blanks with the proper words of your own. 
13. There are seven …………….. in the world such as Asia, Europe, South America. 
14. I bought two …………….. of bread for breakfast. 
15. The most important thing to enjoy a good life is having …………….. health . 
16. A person who watches too much TV is a …………….. . 
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D Write the correct synonyms and antonyms.  
increased / boring / late / area 

17. The train arrived ten minutes early.  
18. She felt very depressed after losing her job. 
19. The birds come back to this region every year. 
20. The population of this city has decreased. 
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 Grammar 8 

E Choose the correct answer. 
21. There …………….. some …………….. on the table in the kitchen  
 
  a. are / apple                     b. is / apple                  c. is / meat                    d. are / meat 
 
22. There are a lot of beautiful wild ……………... but there isn’t ……………..  grass. 
 
  a. flowers / many              b. flower / much          c. flowers / much         d. flower / many  
 
23. The weather has been very dry recently. We’ve had …………….. rain. 
 
  a. a lot of                           b. few                           c. much                       d. little 
 
24. “…………….. trees are there in the garden?” “There are many.” 
 
  a. How much                     b. How many                c. What                       d. How often 
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F Put the words in the correct order. 
 
25. sign / planets / that / exists / no / is / life / there / the other / on. 
 
26. students / test / taken / have / the / all / the /? 
 
27. he / always / she / up / cries / her / when / picks / baby. 
 
28. enough / hasn’t / last year / this man / earned / money / since. 
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G Match the items in A with the items in B. There is one extra item in B.  
                            B                                                                             A          

29. I began learning English ….                                  a. despite the bad weather. 
30. How about your free time?                                    b. to identify the topic. 
31. I enjoy the vacation, …                                         c. when I was 6. 
32. You can skim a passage …                                   d. to protect animals’ homes. 
                                                                                     e. surfing the net . 
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 Pronunciation 0.5 

H Which one is different in stress pattern?  
33.    a. sixteen                    b. eighteen                  c. eighty                        d. fourteen 
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 Comprehension 5.5 

I Fill in the blanks with right phrases. 
busy with their work / having healthy relationship / not visit their relatives / the risk of death 

 
An effective way to enjoy a better lifestyle is ………. 34………. with others. Recent research 
has shown that a good social life decreases ………. 35……….. Sadly, some people do ………. 
36………. very often these days. They are really ………. 37………. and usually use technology 
to communicate. 
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J Choose the best item. 
Getting a good night sleep is very important to your ………. 38………. Not getting enough 
sleep makes you feel ………. 39………. during the day. For getting a good night sleep, make 
sure your bedroom is ………. 40………. and dark. Even a small amount of light can ………. 
41………. a good night sleep . 
 
38.   a. weight                b. serving                     c. history                     d. health 
39.   a. smart                  b. tired                         c. real                          d. safe 
40.   a. suitable               b. important                 c. general                     d. complete 
41.   a. imagine               b. enjoy                       c. help                         d. prevent   
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k Read the passage and answer the questions . 
     Mother tongue education refers to any form of schooling that makes use of the language or 
languages that children are most familiar with. This is usually the language that children speak 
at home with their family. The mother tongue does not have to be the language spoken by the 
mother. Children can often speak more than one or even two languages at home. For example, 
they may speak one language with their mother, another with their father and a third with their 
grandparents.  
 
42. What is mother tongue education? 
43. Some children can speak ……………... than one or two ……………... at home. 
44. Mother tongue is the language spoken by the mother. (True - False) 
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